
This study took place in 2021 in two adjacent rural districts of northern Uganda in East Africa. Although many
communities have had groundwater handpumps installed, they frequently break down, requiring expensive
repairs. In past decades, volunteer water user committees in each community have been charged with
ongoing pump operation and maintenance, despite having minimal financial resources to support
professional repairs.  

To address this challenge, we studied twenty communities that signed up for a water handpump repair and
maintenance service with a local nongovernmental organization called Everflow. This paid service seeks to
prevent frequent breakdowns and maintain a safe, continuous source of drinking water supply. Everflow
employs local handpump mechanics who visit each contracted community on a monthly basis to check
functionality and perform routine maintenance. If issues are detected, they schedule time for additional
repairs, usually within one day. Between visits, the community-level caretakers can call Everflow’s toll-free
hotline if any issues arise.
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HOW DO RURAL UGANDAN
COMMUNITIES EXPERIENCE
A SUBSCRIPTION-BASED
HANDPUMP MAINTENANCE
SERVICE?
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WHERE DID THE STUDY TAKE PLACE?

Locations of 20 community
handpumps (blue circles)
and Apac’s capital (star)—
where Everflow’s office is
located—within Apac and
Kwania Districts of northern
Uganda. (Source: The
Aquaya Institute)
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With support from the Conrad N. Hilton Foundation, The Aquaya Institute evaluated the communities’
experiences with Everflow’s handpump maintenance services. We aimed to better understand what
motivates people to pay for professionally supported water point services. 

Data collection consisted of gathering input from approximately 250 people, including: water users, water
committee members, handpump caretakers, handpump mechanics, political leaders, and health workers. We
asked questions once in March/April 2021 and again in October 2021. The data analysis team reviewed the
translated records and tabulated information across nine domains (Box 1) collectively capturing respondents’
trust in the service, perception of fairness, and observations of effective problem-solving:

In addition to this descriptive data, we calculated each community’s percentage of service fees paid to
Everflow to support the handpump maintenance service from January to November 2021. This measure
helped to gauge acceptance and the feasibility of the program.

Trust      Fairness      Problem-Solving 

Water user committee
Caretaker
Local leaders

Payment practices
Payment perceptions
Community dynamics

Community ownership
Water service satisfaction
Handpump mechanics

Five overarching trends summarized local experiences with the handpump maintenance service:

Users were generally uncomfortable with
recurring expenditures and expected
breaks in payment while the handpump
was working. 

Potential solutions: 
Avoid providing discounts at sign-up to
prevent perceptions of a later price
“increase;” instead, consider a higher
startup amount.
Consider pricing incentives (e.g., small
discount for each year of continuous
enrollment) or recognition (e.g.,
certificate or public ranking) for
communities with consistent payment
behaviors.
Address transparency concerns about
collected fees and their usage.

1. Residents of smaller communities felt
more pressure to pay than residents of
larger communities, in part because
Everflow applied a flat monthly fee to all
community sizes, increasing the relative
importance of each household’s
contribution in being able to cover the
community’s payments to Everflow. 

Potential solution: 
Convert flat community handpump fee
to a graduated fee according to
community size.
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WHAT DID THE STUDY ENTAIL?

WHAT DID WE LEARN?

I KEEP DODGING BECAUSE I
DO NOT WANT TO KEEP

PAYING ALONE.
Large community water user

Box 1. Qualitative data were summarized into nine domains and evaluated for their
influence on trust, fairness, and collective problem-solving.

https://aquaya.org/


Users responded better to flexible payment or
installment schedules because their income
varies throughout the year.

Potential solution: 
Offer more than one payment schedule
(besides monthly payments) adapted to
seasonal local income patterns.

Community managers (especially handpump
caretakers) have a strong influence on users’
experience and behaviors that can impact the
water service provider (e.g., payment
collection, resolving conflicts). However, rural
water point management still relies too much
on inconsistent volunteer labor.

Potential solutions: 
Consider increasing compensation and/or
benefits for the caretaker to increase the
performance standard and demand for the
position.
Reduce the role of the volunteer water user
committees in financial management in favor
of a professional caretaker or village savings
group. 
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Limited water options—Lack of
better alternative water sources
nearby

Professional caretaker—
Individual with interpersonal and
problem-solving skills and
receiving compensation or
benefits 

Problem-solving—Capability to
collectively resolve issues
affecting water point
management within a few
months (e.g., longstanding debts,
ineffective managers,
communication gaps)

No payment surprises—
Predictable household fee
amounts and flexible payment
schedules

Good money management—
Minimal corruption or theft
among the volunteer water
committee that holds payments

Box 2. Factors associated with
payment compliance

[WE] ALLOW THE COMMUNITY TO
PAY INSTALLMENTS, AND WHEN
SOMEONE PAYS HALF AND SAY
THERE IS NO MONEY, I SHOULD

ACCEPT BECAUSE WE KNOW HOW
THEY GET MONEY.

     Handpump caretaker

MOST COMMUNITY MEMBERS LEAVE
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE WATER
POINT TO ONLY THE CARETAKER….

Health Assistant

Perceptions of unfairness reduced customers’ trust in the water service. Negative
experiences, such as handpump overcrowding (line jumping) or subjective requirements
regarding container cleanliness, must be addressed in a socially appropriate manner.

Potential solutions: 
Share anonymized success stories about effective social practices (e.g., how to handle payment
exemptions or installments, how to handle overcrowding).
 Embed an alternate caretaker position to ensure consistent coverage and backup.
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